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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

October 6,1981

State budget can pull University out of red
Although the University's
budget would go from red to black
under the budget and tax bill passed by the Ohio House of Representatives Thursday, Senate opposition does not allow for optimism.
By a vote of 55-37, the House
passed the budget that would give
the University's main campus an
estimated $35.8 million in instructional subsidies this year,
Mary Noonan, public information
officer for the Ohio Board of
Regents, said.
That figure is $4 million larger

than the figure used in the University's budget for this year. That
budget, based on the state's fourmonth interim budget, left the
University short by $1.3 million.
UNDER THE budget-tax bill,
the main campus would receive
$40.2 million in the second year of
The biennium, Noonan said. The
University's Firelands College
(Huron branch) would receive
$1.3 and $1.6 million during the
same two years, she said.
Noonan emphasized that these

subsidy would "permit us to
eliminate the deficit budget," as
well as to allocate money to
strained budget items such as the
library, salaries and computing.
Noonan said an amendment to
the package added by Ohio House
Speaker Vernal Riffe Jr. (D-New
Boston), would encourage schools
to lower their instructional fees by
reimbursing them with a percentage of the fee decrease.
She explained that an institution
" IT WOULD certainly help us
to meet some of the needs we cutting back its fees by $50 per
have," Eakin said. He said the student would receive 50 to 75 per-

figures are "simply estimates,
not guaranteed."
In comparison, the main campus received $33.3 million in 197980 and $33.5 million last year, she
said.
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive
vice provost for planning and
budgeting, expressed cautious optimism about the possible state
money.

ment ' 'premature.''
In fact, any speculation about
the whole package may be
premature, according to at least
one Senate spokesman.
Joe Curran, a legislative assistant to Senate President Pro Tempore Thomas Van Meter (RAshland), speculated that the tax
bill will come out of the Senate
"considerably pared down."
Curran said Van Meter is
EAKIN called any speculation against a tax hike, believing that
concerning the University's ac- money can come from cuts from
continued on pig* 4
tion regarding the Riffe amend-

cent of that $50 in money back
from the state. Although this
would put the institution slightly
behind in revenue, the increase in
subsidies under the remainder of
the package will compensate.
"Every institution will have to
analyze (whether or not to make
the voluntary fee cut) in terms of
their own financial situation,"
Noonan said.

Ex-senator Bayh speaks out against Moral Majority
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter

The victim of defeat after serving 18 years as Indiana's
representative to the U.S. Senate,
Birch Bayh addressed his audience last night with a bitter tone
as he attempted to recollect his inner feelings towards the group
that demised his downfall.
Bayh lost his senatorial seat in
1980 following defeat by the Moral
Majority, a group he defines as
the "new right."
Generally, these leaders formulate their own judgments on
issues and people, he said. They
determine whether someone or
something is immoral enough to
abolish and stick rigidly to their
stance.
Although the concept of rightwing activists is not new to this
country, what Bayh described as
the new right did not become
forecful on the political scene until the 1980 election.
Bayh pointed out that prior to
the '80 election there were several
right-wing groups in the United
States political process, one example being the Ku Klux Klan.
The difference between the old

right and the new right, Bayh explained, stems from ideas.
"The new right has harnessed
old theologies to honor the new,"
he said. "The old right is
ideologically pure. They knew
what they believed - that was the
gospel. They were refreshingly
honest about it.
"The new right is very
pragmatic. They say anything
necessary to convince the people
that the candidate is wrong. They
pick peripheral issues that are
very emotional issues, simplify
them and distort them into right
or wrong - moral or evil."
The group concentrates on the
negative and attempts to evoke
evu and fear into the minds of the
people they try to manipulate, he
said.
Its effects on the '80 senatorial
race not only ousted Bayh from
his seat, but also several other
prominent democrats. All of the
candidates were not only
democrats, but were also senior
members of the senate with more
liberal than conservative attitudes, he said.
Its ability to cause such defeat
to major political figures is the
result of a number of coordinated

techniques developed by several
Majority leaders.
One of the main tactics the new
right uses is to say anything to
blacken the character of the opposition. In many cases, its portrayal of a candidate is often
false, he explained, citing his own
political race as an example.
Bayh said not only did the
members distribute literature to
the people of Indiana depicting
him as a butcher cutting up
bologna, "the pieces of bologna
are what Birch Bayh stands for."
But it also accused him of promoting homosexuality and said he
favored the use of dead human
aborted fetuses for
experimentation.
Although defeat by such a
means was not easy, Bayh said he
is more concerned with the new
rights influence on religion more
than the political arena.
"In my judgment, this is a matter for which I am a little more
than alarmed," he said. "The
Moral Majority is a philosophy
designed to return a right-winged
God to government. I'd be willing
to bet he's going to have more
than a right-wing - he's going to
have two wings."

staff photo by Al FucfM
Former Indiana Senator Birch Bayh speaks at press conference.

Miss Wheelchair serves handicapped
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

but we're kind of left on our own
to speak in our state," she said.

Stacey Guthrie, a University
elementary education major
who became Miss Wheelchair
Ohio in July, met with Gov.
James Rhodes and his Cabinet
on Friday to obtain information
about handicapped services in
Ohio.
"I felt that my job was more
one of public relations, and I
didn't feel like I had the
knowledge to pass it along to
other people,'' Guthrie said.
"We're told that's our job,

RHODES spoke only briefly
with Guthrie, and told her that
Ohio concentrated on employing the handicapped. He added
that he thought the state did the
best job in the country of
employing them.
Phil Hamilton, director of
state administrative services,
told Guthrie that everything the
state builds today is geared for
the handicapped.
He explained that Ohio has a

whole section in the Bureau of
Employment Services that
deals specifically with interviewing handicapped persons
and getting them jobs.
Hamilton, who told Guthrie
he was confined to a wheelchair
for many years after he was
paralyzed with polio, said there
were a number of schools in
Columbus for the deaf and the
blind that have vocational
education and regular
academic programs.
HE SAID Ohio has 2,500 full-

photo by Scott ReaSr
Stacey Guthrie, a senior education major, met with Governor James Rhodes Friday and
discussed the problems handicapped persons face.

Inside
Weather
Cloudy. High mid 60s,
low mid 40s. Chance of
rain 50 percent.

Giving a lift to
the handicapped
page 4

time deaf students and 125 blind
students.
Gov. Rhodes also told
Guthrie that Ohio has
rehabilitation centers for injured workers in Cleveland and
Columbus.
"They give you therapy and
they put you back to work," he
said.
Albert Giles, director of the
Bureau of Employment Services who is also involved with
the rehabilitation program,
told Guthrie that the governor
wanted to develop a program in
which handicapped persons
would place other handicapped
persons in jobs.

SEVERAL hundred dollars
were given to "Project
Employmenf'through a grant
from the Department of Labor,
he said.
"We've spent more money
than any other state as far as
our agency is concerned," he
said.
Between 40-45 counselors
work in the offices around the
state and travel to major cities
to help handicapped persons
with job development, he said.
The Rehabilitation Services
Commission refers handicapped persons to the program,
Giles said.
HE SAID in 1977 when the
program began, the office
found jobs for 18,000 persons,
and 85 percent of these jobs
were non-subsidized.
Most of these jobs are in service industries, Giles added.
continued on page 4

British cabinet OKs
Irish prison reform

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher's Cabinet has approved
prison reforms for Northern
Ireland and will announce them
within days, the government said
Monday.
Two days after Irish nationalist
prisoners gave up their hunger
campaign at Maze prison, the
Northern Ireland Office, which
administers this province, said an
announcement of changes in the
prison regime could come by
Tuesday.
Attempting to allay Protestants' fears of concessions to
the almost exclusively Roman
Catholic IRA, the government has
said any reforms will apply to all
inmates.
In Londonderry, the province's
second largest city, a former
member of the Protestant Ulster
Defense Regiment was shot to
death while getting into his car
near a hospital, police reported.
No other details were immediately available.
Police said they suspected the
outlawed Irish Republican Army
in the attack, but there was no immediate claim of responsibility.
It was the first reported
violence in the province since the
collapse Saturday of the sevenmonth hunger campaign for
reforms amounting to political
status. Ten men starved
themselves to death and 64 people
were killed in the province s sectarian battle after the protest
began March 1.
The six men who gave up their
fasts Saturday were no longer in

A dedication to
Dick Nixon
page 2

danger, the government said.
Three were being nourished back
to health in hospitals and two have
resumed a normal diet and
returned to their cells.
Britain's Northern Ireland
Secretary James Prior, who arrived here Sunday, was completing plans for prison changes
with his deputy in charge of
prisons. Lord Gowrie.
The government said Gowrie
would visit Maze prison outside
Belfast when the draft was completed and spell out the prison
regime to inmates, including 420
protesting Irish nationalist
prisoners who refuse to follow
prison regulations.
RICHARD
MCAULEY.
spokesman for Sinn Fein, political
arm of the outlawed Irish
Republican Army, said the IRA
would "wait and see" what the
government announced. The IRA
has threatened new hunger
strikes if the reforms were found
wanting.
The hunger strikers' original
five demands were for the right to
associate freely in their
cellblocks, to wear civilians
clothes brought by their families
— not issued by the government,
to have lost parole time restored,
to do prison work they chose
themselves, and to receive more
visits and mail.
The government refused to concede on grounds that to do so
would legitimize the IRA's violent
campaign to end British rule and
unite the province with the overwhelmingly Catholic Irish
Republic.
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Opinion
70%phone increase Old political rule: keep your commitments
not wrong number

WASHINGTON-The fiscal year
is one of those bits of jargon that
thrives in its own natural habitat,
'T he 70-percent increase in phone bills for private-line the corporate report or the agency
-* services that Bowling Green residents will face if the budget, but is never quite at home
a living-room discussion or barPublic Utilities Commission of Ohio accepts the proposal in
room bull-session.
really is not as much as it sounds.
But in Washington, the talk is
The proposed rate increase is for local service only. that fiscal 1962 will be a year like
Charges for long-distancecalls will remain the same.
no other. That, of course, is
Considering that the last rate increase was proposed by because the first round of Ronald
GTE in 1973 and it was not granted until 1976,(after it was Reagan's budget and tax cuts
effective on Oct. 1, and
considered and cut in half by the PUCO) a 70-percent in- became
the effects, both good and ill, can
crease is not that ridiculous. Inflation has taken the toll on now begin to be measured.
most everything and raising our phone rates $7.63 a month As a journalist, I am in a weak
is just another result of inflation.
position to tramp on anyone's enBowling Green has 30 percent more phones that it did in thusiasm for something new.
1972 but only 2 percent more employees, William Kirby, Novelty, real or simulated, is the
lifeblood of our business. But what
customer service manager at GTE, said last week.
strikes me as we all enter this new
The PUCO will look at GTE's earnings, expenses and fiscal year and maybe this new
productivity in judging the rate increases. Bowling Green era is the enduring importance of
City Council is considering the action it will take regarding one of the oldest and most basic
the GTE rate increase proposal, which it may decide to political rules of them all.
That rule is: Keep your comprotest at the PUCO hearings.
But with a soaring inflation rate, we can't hardly blame mitments.
Jimmy Carter fell victim to
GTE for hiking its rates.
disregarding it, as much as he fell
victim to inflation, the OPEC oil
squeeze and the messed-up Iranian hostage situation.
The rap on Carter, from politicians who knew him before he
came to Washington, was that his
handshake was sometimes
come, and a tribute to the 37th something less than an ironclad
President of the United States.
guarantee. He started getting in
trouble in this capital when politiThe second section of the cians of his own Democratic Parlibrary would be connected by a ty learned, to their chagrin, that
Watergate and chiseled over its he was capable of changing his
entrance in marble would be the mind about tax rebates, water
Syndicated Columnist
simple words, "I Am Not a projects and national health proCrook." .
grams, sometimes without
This may come as a surprise to
bothering to inform them. By the
I believe this section should be time he was reneging on things
many people but I believe Duke
University did the right thine designed by the Walt Disney peo- like the neutron bomb deployment
when it decided to build a Richard ple. When you entered it you and the Iowa debate challenge,
would be greeted with an exact the game was up for him.
Nixon Library on its campus.
replica of the Oval Office. A wax
Reagan and his administrationThe only stipulation I would figure of President Nixon would composed
of more experienced
make is that all the Nixon papers be seated behind the President's and tested politicians-had
every
and ALL the tapes be deposited desk wired for sound.
reason to profit from Carter's
there. Since he is probably the
In chairs, and standing around unhappy example. But, increasmost interesting president we've
ever had, I would hate to think the office, would be wax figures of ingly, they too seem to be falling
that future historians would be Haldeman, Colson, Ehrlichman. into the same trap, with the same
deprived of many of the more Dean and John Mitchell con- results. And that is more worprivate aspects of the man, when structed so they, too, would be risome for the long run than the
financial quavers that usher in the
able to speak.
he served our country so well.
new fiscal year.
The elderly in this country, to
There would be an amWe all know about the Nixon
who ended the Vietnam war, phitheater, where people could sit take one example, understood
opened up relations with the Peo- comfortably and listen to all the Social Security must be prople's Republic of China, brought tapes as the inner circle discussed tected."
detente between the United States the private matters that took up
and the Soviet Union and battled as much of President Nixon's
for the First Amendment rights of time as the public ones.
all American citizens.
When the tapes indicated only
But I have a feeling that behind one or two members of the presithe public image, there was dent's staff were in the office,
another Nixon that no one knows. stagehands could remove the
Behind that winning smile and de- others.
When complaints are made, inmeanor of confidence that all of us
advertent misrepresentations of
To give people an opportunity to the facts may occur. Some of the
loved, could have been a man with
buy popcorn and soft drinks, there comments made by Steve Long
doubts and fears.
would he an 18 '^-minute inter- regarding the use of the student
As I conceive the library, it mission during the show.
teaching handbook fall into this
should be divided into two seccategory.'
For
the
first
time,
a
Presidentions. The Presidential Nixon part
of the building would contain all tial Library would provide
While I cannot make a blanket
his state papers, his speeches, his American citizens with the human response that would cover the
discussions with world leaders, side of a man who held the highest handbook use in all cirthe gifts and honors that were office in the land. His spirit and cumstances, I can respond in this
bestowed on him from a grateful those around him would come specific instance. The handbook
citizenry, and photos such as the alive for tourists, who could ac- contains sections which provide
one of him talking to anti-war pro- tually hear their voices discussing guidance in meeting all the comtesters about football on the steps the tribulations and heartaches of petencies required of student
an administration beleaguered by
of the Lincoln Memorial.
teachers. These competencies
enemies from every walk of life.
were on the evaluation form referThis section would capture the
Duke University has an oppor- red to by Mr. Long as the only
spirit of a President who had to
tunity to do the real Richard Nix- page used.
deal with the great problems of on
justice, and I hope they don't
his country and the world. It blow
it by just showing him being
The fact that Mr. Long chose
would be an inspiration for
with tomatoes in not to make use of this resource is
generations of Americans to pelted
Venezuela.
interesting. Student teachers are
informed that should they need
guidance in their quest to achieve
the objectives, the handbook can
be very beneficial. Student
teachers are adults, and, as such,
STAFF
Vol.62
No. 116
are capable of being self-directed
learners. Student teaching is a
Ediloi
Lisa Bo*e<a
highly individualized situation
Neesedito'
KelhiynCoit
Asaiatani editoi
Cindy Wnilaker
and the amount of handbook use is
Copyedilo*
ftacfey Btooka
dependent upon each student's
Wiie editor
Mary Bim«
Photo edi <oi
. Al Fucna
progress in developing the reSoorta editor
Chrietooher Sherh
quired competencies.
Aeaieianteporte editor
joeMoruer
Finally, whether or not the stuBulineae manager
'
Jon. Mill*
Ao„..i,vug manege'
Jai Defiance
dent teaching handbook is the
"best in the field" Is totally irreleThe eo Me-, la pallldied «•)!, Imei, Ihieepa PrMey owHrrrj te» niiaili yeer mmd Meaty
vant. It has been written and
menial aeaalowaer/ lleeaall el Beetlee. Ofooe State Ueleonlty.
organized to reflect the specific
Oe
a
a
The eo Hef>a end ■awM—j 0>eee Stele UeJeenlfy e*e i
requirements of the Bowling
eiacrimiMete In hiring rrrer-lkoa.
Green State University Student
■ e> hMwHIee en fee
Teaching Program. No other
handbook would fulfill this need.
CerrngM INI ei The «0 «...
AH nettle n
This, not the fact that Don Chase
tdttenel and •uelneee OftWee
is listed as the author, is the
IO»U~™..llrHell
reason for its use. It should also be
■ceeMnf Oreen Slate Untaeretty
•eating (Keen Onto DM
made clear that neither Don
nee*:<41o)ira.M0t
Chase nor anyone else connected
Mean: • ate. te • e.«. Mendey (net" •«•»»»

No tomatoes, please:
library could do justice
Focus

by Art Buchwald

Focus

by David Broder
Syndicated Columnist

Reagan to say pretty plainly in his
campaign that whatever the
financial problems in the Social
Security system, he was not going
to tamper with the commitments
that had been made or the
benefits that had been promised.
They believed that because he had
said in October 1980, that the
"overriding goal" of any Social
Security reform must be that "the
be lef its of those now receiving-or
looking forward to receivingBut twice he has tested that
faith by amending the
understanding. Twice he has proposed delays or reductions in prospective benefits. Twice he has
stirred a hornet's nest of
criticism. And twice he has backed off.

More broadly, the President
said that there would be certain
social "safety-net" programs for
the "truly needy" that would be
"exempt from cuts." But now bis
budget director, David Stockman,
says "we can never promise"
such exemption for any program.
Stockman also explained last
weekend that the commmitments
he and others, speaking for the
President, made to Republicans
in Congress in order to secure
their votes for last summer's
keystone budget and tax bills
were not really commitments
either.
At a luncheon with reporters, he
said, "People develop expectations...(but) we never made any
commitments." Well, that just
won't wash with the Republicans
who were involved, and who
understood that assurances had
been given about the funding of
dozens of programs vital to their
districts.
What happens when one politician begins to doubt another's
word is a swift and sickening
destruction of the mutual commitments that are essential to

success. Without that mutual
trust, government itself becomes
impossible and the course of
policy unpredictable.
People inside an administration
get confusing signals from the top
and are no longer certain what is
the real policy line. The country
saw that last week in the contradictory statements from
Cabinet officers and White House
aides on school lunch programs
and the future of revenue-sharing.
Then the congressmen who
have been willing to put their
necks on the line for the President
retreat to their customary caution, and the chief executive finds
himself without the allies he needs
to win the battles on Capitol Hill.
Something very like that is happening to Reagan on the new
round of budget cuts.
It is not too late to halt the
damage. But it is none too early to
focus on the risks of reviving the
credibility problem that ultimately crippled Jimmy Carter. This
threat is a lot more serious to the
Reagan administration's future
than another month of high interest rates.
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Letters-

prof clarifies book
complaint

with the writing of the handbook vacuumed, Mr. Baer still charged
receives any of the royalties.
$51.00 for rug shampooing and
cleaning. Ohio State law does not
allow landlords to charge tenants
Hal Brubaker
Dept.ofEDCI for what may be considered "norEducation 436 mal wear and tear," and yet I
believe that this is what I have
been charged for.
The balance of the deduction
was withheld for what were, in my
opinion, insignificant damages
I have recently moved from the which were present when I moved
Al-lyn Apartments on Fifth Street into the apartment (my fault for
and am angered by the deduction thinking that they were insignifiof $93.00 from the security deposit cant) : for four missing light bulbs
by my landlord, Tom Baer.
($4.00), and for a missing fourEven though my apartment was paged, xeroxed checkout sheet
extensively washed, dusted, and ($3.00).

Legal action is a
renter's option

I would like to take Mr. Baer to
the Small Claims Court but am
not able to do so since I am no
longer residing in this town. I do
wish to emphasize though that
tenants have an excellent chance
of reclaiming most of their security deposits by taking legal action.
For advice, contact the Student
Consumer Union.
Students, don't let Bowling
Green landlords take advantage
of you. They will!
Robin P. Dledrlch
Former Graduate Student
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Officials not told of gas leaks
PORT-CLINTON (AP) - Ottawa County officials are angry they weren't notified more
quickly when radioactive gases escaped from the
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station.
James Greer, Ottawa County disaster services
director, said the Toledo Edison Co. failed to contact his office until 2:00 p.m. last Wednesday.
Radioactive krypton ana xenon gases were]
released about 10:30 a.m. that day.
One county commissioner, James Ma/.ur, did
not find out about the incident until he heard a
report on the 11:00 p.m. television news.
''Everyone was pretty hot about it. There arej
half a dozen or so of us who put stuff in motion if
there is a problem at Davis-Besse. I contacted
each of them and, without exception, everyone
was upset about it," Greer said.
The gases escaped when workers at Ohio's only
operating nuclear plant were doing routine
maintenance on a drain tank that is part of the
reactor cooling system, Roger Buehrer, a Toledo
Edison spokesman, said. The plant did not shut
down, but about 75 workers were evacuated temporarily as a precaution, Buehrer said.
Toledo Edison said the amount of gas that
escaped was minute and well within safety limits
set by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

BG log.
The Student Personnel Association is having an
organizational meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in
Assembly Room, McFall Center. The topics are
careers in personnel and industrial relations and
how to land that entry level position.
Mortar Board will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in 203
Hayes Hall. All members please attend.
Women In Communications, Inc. will hold its
first meeting of the year tonight. The subject will
be "Time Management," featuring Dr. Audrey
Rente from the college of student personnel. The
business meeting begins at 7:30 p.m. for WICI
members and the feature program begins at 8
&m. Both are being held in the Capital Room,
nion. The meetings are free and public.

City discrimination suit dismissed
by Dave Whitman
News staff reporter

The Ohio Civil Rights Qjmmission
has dismissed sex discrimination
charges filed by a Bowling Green
Police Department employee against
the city, City Attorney Patrick
Crowley said at last night's City Council meeting.
Patricia Joseph and three other
police department employees filed the
charges last spring when Colburn
SchaU, an administrative assistant in
the municipal administrator's office,
was transferred to a supervisory position in the Police Department.
CROWLEY said last night that the

charges were dismissed because the
OCRC could not find probable cause
for discrimination by the city. Schall
was being paid out of the administrator's budget, not the police
department's, and Joseph and the
other three women were eventually
promoted.
Also at last night's meeting, Mayor
Alvin Perkins announced that Saturday, Oct. 31, will be "Trick-or-Treat
night" in the city.
The hours for trick-or-treat will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. Perkins said he hopes
trick-or-treaters will adhere to these

hours.
Members of fraternities and
sororities will be involved in assisting
the Bowling Green Police Department
on Trick-or-Treat night, Perkins
added.
CITY COUNCIL made quick work of
a short agenda at last night's meeting.
Council passed an ordinance authorizing Wesley Hoffman, municipal administrator, to enter into a contract to
create coverage for workman's compensation for community service
work.
The coverage will be for individuals

Selling Bowling Green to conventions:

Bureau brings more business to town
Selling the City of Bowling Green is
the job of the city's conventions and
visitor's bureau.
"The purpose is to bring in new
organizations to have meetings and
conventions in the city," Nancy Dunn,
a member of the bureau's advisory
board, said.
"We want to bring in any groups that
the facilities in the city can handle.''
SHE SAID the bureau performs the
same function as bureaus do in larger
cities, only on a smaller scale.
"We want to bring them into town
during off times when the University
isn't doing anything,'' Dunn said.

She said the conventions and visitors
bureau has been in existence for about
a year, but has been functioning at a
"maintainence level," since it has only
had a part-time director.
The bureau's most recent director,
Cindy Butler, left the position to take a
full-time public relations job
elsewhere. Dunn said the city may
decide to hire a full-time director some
time in the future.

"You have not only the businessmen,
but also their families. . while they
are at a meeting, their families go
downtown and go shopping, bringing
business to the city and with it, more
tax money."

what kinds of groups might want to
come to Bowling Green."
She said the bureau has been concentrating on agricultural organizations,
stressing the farm-community aspects
of the city.
Dunn said the board, which consists
of a councilperson, a city administrator, a restaurant owner, a
University employee, two motel
managers and one travel agent, works
closely with the Chamber of Commerce and University officials in trying to attract organizations to Bowling
Green.

Dunn said it is hard to estimate how
much money the bureau has brought
into the city in the past year. She
described the dollars the city has invested in the bureau so far as "seed
money" used to build a public relations
"CINDY would have stayed if there campaign.
had been a full-time position
available," Dunn said. "We weren't
" IT TAKES time to start a program
unhappy with her in any way.''
The bureau helps the city by bring- of this kind," Dunn said. "Right now, "This first year has been sort of a
ing people in who in turn spend money we are going to try to do marketing learning experience for the board and
in hotels, restaurants and shops during research to find out what kinds of everyone else involved," Dunn said.
groups we have the facilities to handle. "Selling a city is a very big job."
overnight stays, Dunn said.

ONE DAY SPECIAL

DINING FOR A
SMALL PLANET
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referred for such a program by the
Bowling Green Municipal Court.
In other action;, Hoffman said he
has found that the city has spent
$211,000 for maintenance on the old city
Safety Building. The city is looking at a
$2,1 million construction bill for a new
Safety Building.
Hoffman has expressed oncern in the
past over the deteriorating condition of
the old building, which he says may be
unsafe.
There has been no determination yet
as to where the new Safety Building
will be constructed, Hoffman said.

{Tuesday only\

TURTLENECKS

« PSKYR

OPENTUES., WED., - THURS.
4:30-6:30 P.M.

The Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta (hi

20% off
The best fitting turtlenecks
on the market. Choose from
a rainbow of colors.

Members and those interested in

'A DINING ALTERNATIVE'

joining should attend the

100%cotton, xs-sm-l-xl.

informational meeting tommorow,
{VEGETARIAN DISHED

(Wed.) Oct. 7, in room
107 Hanna Hall at 7:30 p.m.

516E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

MONDAY:

SATURDAY 11:00A.M.

MINI PIZZA DAY
Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19

Tues. Eve. Open til 9:00

Open 11:30

POp TOr $1.95. (DELIVERY: With can of COKE is $2.50)

WEDNESDAY: CHEF SALAD DAY
Have a small chef salad with 3
slices of garlic bread &
Bottomless pop for $2.19.
(DELIVERY: With can of COKE is $2.75)

IHURSDAY:SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY
Have a salad with garlic bread
and Bottomless pop for $1.95.
(Delivery: Large tossed with Garlic bread & can of COKE is $2.55)

SUBS
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Delivery Begins 4:30

Delivery Hotline

352 4663 (352 GOOD)
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(DELIVERY: With can of COKE is $2.75)

TUESDAY: SUB DAY
Have a small sub & Bottomless

30 ♦

SUB-ME-QUICK

352-1504

OPEN FOR LUNCH
MONDAY

Visa-Mastercard
or Blue Key Card welcome

LOCATED IN THE PHEASANT ROOM
2ND FLOOR - UNIVERSITY. UNION

MYLES PIZZA PUB
352-1504

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

99c

(LETTUCE TOMATOWEOGE. CHEDDAR CHEESE. CROUTONS ITALIAN DRESSING

MACARONI SALAD
POTATO SALAD
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University Hall lagging behind
in renovations for handicapped
by Jell Diver
News reporter

Other facilities that Handicappped Services provide, ScottBey
said, include braille maps of the
University, teletypewriters for
deaf students using a telephone
and flashing smoke detectors.

The University has about
$100,000 remaining from the architectural barrier removal
money, almost enough to convert
an unused shaft in University Hall
to an elevator for the handicapped, he said.
Engler said putting an elevator
in the existing shaft would not
meet a recent state mandate that
requires elevators to be able to accommodate a stretcher (about 5
1/2 by 61/2 feet).
"If we decide to use the existing
shaft, I think the next step at this
point would be to get a variance
from the state. I think we can get
the variance because of existing
conditions," Engler said.

Attending a UAO Campus Film
in the Main Auditorium, University Hall, is difficult and sometimes
impossible for handicapped
students because there is no
elevator in the building.
But, the Office of Handicapped
Services is planning to make
University Hall accessible to handicapped students, according to
Janet ScottBey, director of handicapped services and an equal
opportunity specialist.
"We would like to put an
elevator in University Hall if we
can find the funds," she said.
"That seems to be the only
building at the University where
there is an activity that handicapHE SAID he hopes to have some
ped students can't get to. The ma- type of elevator or lift functional
jor ones that students need to be in by 1982, although he has been aimare already accessible."
ing to get one installed for the last
18 months.
"Our priorities
SCOTTBEY said that the Ohio change on a daily basis, almost,"
Board of Regents granted the he said.
University $323,000 in 1976 and
Other possibilities to make
1978 for "architectual barrier University Hall accessible to the
removal" to make the University handicapped include constructing
program accessible to handicap- a new shaft on the exterior of the
ped students.
building or using a platform lift
However, the University deter- somewhere in the building, he
mined that $887,000 would be said.
needed for the task, so "we had to
For the 130 University students
pick and choose which buildings with disabilities,the Office of Hanwe would renovate first," she dicapped Services (which consists
said.
of one person)is "the one cenAll University buildings have tralized source for Questions to be
degrees of handicapped ac- answered and problems solved,"
cessibility. Nine buildings, such ScottBey said.
as the Business Administration
She said she works directly with
and Education Buildings, are the Office of Registration and
totally accessible with restrooms, Records in scheduling classes for
telephones and drinking fountains handicapped students to assure
for the handicapped. Eight the classrooms are accessible and
buildings, such as the Administra- works occasionally with protion Building and Hayes Hall are fessors.
accessible with limited facilities,
ScottBey said.
"THE FACULTY and staff here
"WE (architect's office) have
been investigating different ways have been exceptionally helpful,"
of making University Hall ac- she said. "All and all, they have
cessible to handicapped been cooperative in situations
students," said Roland Engler, with the (handicapped) students.
"One professor trimmed his
director of technical support services and the University ar- moustache so a deaf student could
lip read him," she said.
chitect.

"I think the University has done
more than was required to do in
some instances," she said, noting
the non-required flashing smoke
detectors, and "is in good shape
with handicapped facilities."
TWO UNIVERSITY students
using wheelchairs partially agree
with ScottBey. "I think handicapped facilities are pretty good at
the University, at least better
than most places, but it's still got
a way to go," Douglas Nickles, a
sophomore, said.
As far as people bending over
backward to help you, that's pretty much the way it is here, he
said.
Nickles was recently frustrated
when he couldn't get to the Main
Auditorium to see the movie
"Dressed to Kill," he said, adding
that he would like to see an
elevator installed in University
Hall.
Junior Shelley Papenfuse also
would like University Hall to be
more accessible. "If there's a
movie (in the Main Auditorium), I
have some people carry me up the
stairs. I think I have just as much
right as others to see the movie,"
she said.
"THE POLICY here is if you
have a problem, you bring it to someone's attention, but that's the
problem. It's a slow process, and
there's so much red tape at the
University," she said, noting the
handicapped students' constant
request for an elevator in University Hall.
"Overall, the University has
really changed since I've came
here. It is a lot easier to get
around now if you're handicapped," she said.
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The Bold Ones

Phi Kappa Psl fraternity and the Delta Zeta sorority were winners ol the annual Sigma Phi Epsilon Mud Tug. The Mud Tug was held Friday afternoon at College Park.

Guthrie
Guthrie said in the past she

from page 1

has gone into job interviews
and "sold" herself, and she
said she found the fact that she
was in a wheelchair was not a
negative aspect.
"I think they got a real
educational thing from it but I
think a lot of people wouldn't
feel that way," she said.
Guthrie, who has had cerebal
palsey since birth, competed
against four other women in the
Miss Wheelchair Ohio pageant,
and she went on to finish in the

'Complete Printing and Copying 'Raised Print
'Plastic Laminating 'Spiral Binding "Blue Prints

'Rubber Stamps 'Wedding Invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
11 ISouth Main St. .Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in Quickprintinq

SNACKS amJ DESSERT

other items, such as welfare.
"THE TAX passed in the name
of education, yet education gets 15
cents of every dollar," Curran
said. "Higher education, I'd
guess, gets five cents of that.
Where's all the rest of the stuff going?"
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interviewed
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hours before the interview data to con
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INTERVIEW
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the state will be unable to work
out a budget by Oct. 31 and will
have to resort to another interim
budget.
Nobody wants an interim
budget—nobody," he said. "Yet
nobody wants to give in and vote
for something you're against."

COOPERS AND LYBRANO Cleveland.
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Rhodes was unaware of the
fact that there was a Miss
Wheelchair Ohio pageant and
was also unaware that the national pageant was held in Columbus.
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He said the job of passing a
state budget by Oct. 31—the day
the state's $1.86 billion interim
budget expires—will become a
"political hot potato."
"The issue isn't money; it's
management " he said.
Curran said it is possible that

CONGRATULATIONS

Garlic Bread
150
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SHE SAID she did not feel
like she accomplished what she

intended to on her trip on Friday because she felt it would be
better to talk mainly to Governor Rhodes.
She said she
thought " he was at the top and
and more power, but I'm not so
sure anymore."

RlidgPt "ompagel

SAVE $$
N.cU

top 10 at the Miss Wheelchair
America pageant, held in Columbus in August.
Last month Guthrie wrote to
Gov. Rhodes asking to meet
and find out more information
about services for the handicapped.
She said she really was not
expecting a response, but
received one about a week
later.

Steve Huber

' We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery
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COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1,000?
IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME... WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!
Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus.
Your organization could qualify for one of the three
$1,000.00 or three $500.00 cash awards. Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the contest. So
remember, make your next pick up a Miller High .Life,
Lite or Lowenbrau. Quality pays off in many ways!! Contact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details.

THE PICK UP BEGINS TUESDAY OCTOBER 13th THRU
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 17th. PICKUPS WILL BE MADE
EVERY TUESDAY.
B.G.S.U. MILLER COLLEGE REPS.
CARLA SHERE 372-3295
JERRY BISHOP 372-4793
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Haig attempts to save AWACS sale
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
furious attempt to salvage an $8.5
billion arms deal to Saudi Arabia,
Secretary of State Alexander
Haig Jr. yesterday charged opponents with "illusions ... irresponsible in the extreme" and
personally assailed U.S. Sen. John
Glenn, (D-Ohio).
Haig, in testimony to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, attacked Glenn for what he termed
the "imaginary" claim that a
compromise could be worked out
calling for joint U.S.-Saudi manning of the five AWACS radar
planes at the heart of the sale.
The president, meanwhile,

assembled 13 defense and foreignpolicy officials from Washington's
past for a White House display of
bipartisan support. The officials
included former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, who served presidents Nixon and Ford,
and Zbiigniew Brzezinski, the national security adviser to President Carter.
REAGAN personally read a
joint statement by his guests,
signed by three others who could
not be there, which declared that
"the sale of AWACS and other air
defense equipment to Saudi
Arabia would make a substantial
contribution to the nation security

interests of the United States in a
vital part of the world."
On Capitol Hill, Haig declared
"it would be irresponsible in the
extreme" to veto the sale, which
could be negated through votes by
both houses by Oct. 31.
Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker Jr. of Tennessee
said the Senate as well as the
House is now lined up to veto the
sale but said "I stilt have some
hope" for saving it.
The sale includes the five
AWACS planes, plus missiles and
fuel pods to increase the range
and firepower of 62 Saud F-15 jet
fighters.

Court to decide legitimacyof veto
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, opening a new
term with one of its busiest days
in history, said yesterday it will
decide the constitutionality of how
Congress does much of its spending.
With Justice Sandra Day O'Connor making her public debut as a
working member, the court issued
some 1,000 orders and began hearing arguments in cases already
accepted for study.
The justices said they will
decide the validity of the
"onehouse veto," under which
either house of Congress may set
aside decisions of the president or
government agencies.
THE ONE—HOUSE veto eases

Congress' workload but short- president. If the president imcircuits the conventional way a poses a veto, the legislation can be
resurrected only by a two-thirds
law comes into being.
vote in each house.
The veto works this way:
A federal appeals court said the
Congress passes a law allowing
the president or certain govern- much-used legislative procedure
ment agencies to issue regula- — an element in more than 200
tions having the effect of law. The laws dictating the spending of
regulations are sent to Congress' billions of dollars — is unas recommendations, and will constitutional.
The Justice Department and
become law unless vetoed within
30 days by a majority vote of House and Senate lawyers now
either the Senate or the House. If must try to convince the nation's
the recommendation is vetoed, highest court that the appeals
the president or executive agency court was wrong.
The one-house veto has been in
has no recourse.
Under the more common pro- existence since 1932 but such procedure, proposed laws have to visions were not written into laws
pass through both houses of Con- with any frequency until the
gress and then be signed by the 1970's,
♦••••♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«
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The Shriner's Parade, Saturday, featured Zenabia clowns. Here they entertain paradewatchers in front of their house at 923 E. Wooster
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MEETING: TODAY
8:00 P.M. 515 Life Science

$100 deposit-Park City, Utah
$10 Membership
Ski Movie Ski Ya There!

Friday Nov. 13 to Sunday Nov. 15

NOW OPEN

• 3 Great Days and 2 Fun Nights in the
Royal York Hotel.
• Cost: $110 includes Room and
Transportation to and from Toronto.
• Sign up in UAO Office: Deadline Oct. 14.
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The Dutch invented clogs. And Pappagallo
recognized a good thing. Slightly crazy, very
clunky and oh-so comfortable.
Your feet will love them!

Drookdole Stables

College *3a?ft

655-2193
%<tfXUU\ appaqaSyo-

3i38 UJ.(JO0JM*X. St.
fommsA, o. 913- SX3&

1lj&.;U)iHo*5.*S0; tfJwtr 10 W; Sat- 10* 5

HALLMARK CARDS
CLEARANCE SALE
50% OFF
ALL HALLMARK EVERYDAY CARDS
ALL HALLMARK Giftwarp, Bows, & Ribbon
ALL HALLMARK STATION ERY
ALL HALLMARK PARTY GOODS
PLUS: 50% off ALL HALLMARK Seals,
Invitations, Candies, Albums, Cookie
cutters, Balloons & Swizzle Sticks
Supply Limited - No Rainchecks
Tuesday October 6 Through Saturday October 10.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

Hours

8-5 Monday-Friday, 9-5 Satudrday

Closed Sunday

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon Rd
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

Evening
Special.
CHICKEN AU-U-CAN-EAT
Includes potato and salad bar

$2.99 W/THIS COUPON

GOOD TUESDAY.
OCT. 6, 1981 ONLY

r

-MIII,

-'/Xrii, rr//</■ Uiii'JeMgnen

181(B) S. Main, Bowling Green
APPOINTMENTS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
352-4101
352-4143

BG

mam

vs

MIAMI
SAT. OCT. 10

■»»*.».»■».. <nnnn,*inn>«n>.n«m»«««.«

,*" *i
GIRLS ANDGUYS
Haircuts any style
Only $4.75
Mini Mall Beautv Salon
190 S. Main St
J52 7658

CHARLIES BLIND PIG
UUE.iwiUr

Monday- Dime Night
I Tuesday- Ladies Night AH
Night Long

dnesday- oct.7

WETTSHIRT

$100 First Prize $50 2nd prize
%2ft Third Prize
Thursday- Quanei uiatt
QuaMei Sc^nops
Friday! Sal.- Dime Dratt tiom
8 to 9:30 No Hover

TW M Ntwi Octokn«, Ml 1

Weekend wrap-up
BG beats Kent

has been really pushing herself
hard."
Another Falcon bright spot was
the performance of freshman
Gidget Wicham, who ran the race
unattached. She placed fourth in
the meet with a time of 19:01.
"Gidget showed a lot of improvement in her running. It's too
bad she couldn't have counted for
us in the scoring. She has been
slowed by injuries, but showed
good signs that she is coming
around," Sink said.

The Kaczor-Lanciaux connection clicked again last Saturday in
Kent.
Junior Kathy Kaczor and
freshman LoAnn Lanciaux each
posted winning times of 18:36, to
lead Bowling Green's women's
cross country team to a 16-47 win
over Kent State.
The Falcons placed six runners
in the top ten to improve their
dual meet record to 2-2 in the MidAmerican Conference and 2-3
overall.
Finishing behind Kaczor and
Lanciaux for BG were Rosalie
If the results of last weekend
Cocita (fifth place with a time of 'are any indication, Bowling Green
19:02), Sandra Cook (sixth, 19:10) may be a legitimate contender for
and Bev Lynch (seventh. 19:12).
the Mid-American Conference
field hockey championship.
BG COACH Sid Sink, said he
The Falcons swept a threewas pleased with BG's strong game weekend series in Oxford,
showing, but added the Golden over MAC rivals. BG slipped past
Flashes were not one of the Miami, 3-2, on Friday, then shut
stronger teams in the MAC.
out Kent State and Toledo, 3-0 and
"We ran the race like we plann- 1-0, respectively, on Saturday.
ed," Sink said. "They kept up with
BG, now 3-0 in the MAC and 4-1
us pretty well during the first mile overall, is slated to continue MAC
of the race, but we pulled away play with a doubleheader against
from them in the second. We Northern Illinois and Western
wanted to work on our pacing dur- Michigan at 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
ing the race and try not to start Saturday. Both contests will take
out as fast. It worked out real place on the field west of the
well."
stadium.
Sink said BG's underclassLynne Grace supplied the winnwomen are improving steadily ing goal in the Falcons' triumph
and appear ready to challenge for over Miami. After scores by Doris
the team's top spots.
Acerbo and Nanci Smith gave BG
"Bev Lynch ran a good race the lead, the Redskins retaliated
Saturday, ' he said. "She has not with two goals of their own, one on
run as well in the past. Terri a penalty stroke. Grace iced the
Gindlesberger is also pushing victory with a score late in the
herself toward the top where game.
JoAnn and Kathy are. She thinks
Acerbo, Leslie Dunton and
she should be up with them and Kerry Dargan each scored in the

Stickers sweep

Indiana and Illinois State tied
for the team championship with
115 points apiece. BG totalled 279
points.
Three Mid-American Conference teams competed with BG
in the meet's talent-packed Blue
Division. Western Michigan placed fourth in the meet with 141
points, while right behind in fifth
place with 151 was Eastern
Michigan. Northern Illinois was
10th with 243.

win over Kent. Deb Lux came up
with the sole - and winning - goal
against Toledo. Terri Stanton was
at the goalie position in all three
games.
"We had quite a balanced attack," said a happy Coach Pat
Brett. "We got seven goals from
six different people. Plus Terry
Stanton got her first two shutouts
of the season. We've got to be the
only team in the MAC with a 3-0
record."
The dates with Miami, Kent and
Toledo were only the first in a
seven-game round-robin tournament in the MAC. The team which
emerges from the grueling fourweek tourney with the best record
will be awarded the championship.
For the Falcons, it's three down
and four to go.

"We actually played a lot better
against Miami in these games
than we did in the first game of
the season," freshman spiker
Kathy Trego said. "In the first
game, we were really nervous,
but this time we were better
prepared. They just have more
experience than we do, and they
have played together longer."
Between those losses to Miami,
BG dropped a 15-11, 15-8 decision
to Wright State, and a 15-13, 15-6
loss to host Ohio, while knocking
BG's Tim Brennan was 67th off Bellarmine College 15-11, 14(25:28); Scott Creel, 70th (25:30); 16, and 15-10.
Dan Gruneisen, 81th (25:52); Jeff
Boutelle. 97th (25:59); and Holger
Hille, 105th (26:07).
"We still have time to improve
ourselves before the (MAC)
Bowling Green's women's golf
championship meet. Our chances team, under the direction of firstfor winning the conference look year coach A.J. Bonar, ended its
pretty remote right now. We need season last weekend by finishing
to get some more people moving," ninth among sixteen teams at the
Brodt said.
Purdue Invitational in West
Lafayette, Ind.
Ohio State won the tournament,
with Marshall finishing second
and Michigan State third. MarBowling Green's women's shall had the tournament's
volleyball team dropped four of medalist as Tammy Green won
five matches last weekend at the her second tournament in a row
Bobcat Invitational in Athens. with a score of 75-73-75 - 223.
BG's Paula LaNasa. the team's
BG's record falls to 4-8 as the
Falcons prepare for the Windy Ci- fifth player, was the surprise
ty Classic, Friday, in Chicago, 111. medalist for the Falcons with a 8183-82 - 246. Other BG totals were:
Two of BG's losses came at Shelly Dye's 247, Sally Robinson's
the hands of Miami, which has 256, Tammy Hull's 262 and Jean
now defeated the Falcons three Kempf's 270.
Bonar said that he was unhappy
times already this season. BG faced the Redskins in the first match about most of his player's first
of the tourney, losing 15-5,15-4. round scores, except for the one
Miami dealt the Falcons a 15-4, carded by LaNasa.
"I was very pleased with
15-9 loss in the semifinals, en
route to the tournament cham- Paula's whole tournament,
especially the first round," he
pionship.

Golfers ninth

Harriers 13th
Bowling Green's men's cross
country team finished a disappointing 13th among the 18 teams
that participated in the Notre
Dame Invitational meet last Friday in South Bend, Ind.
BG's Chris Koehler continued to
be the dominant runner for the
Falcons, as he finished third
among the 122 runners with a time
of 24:19.2 on the five-mile course.
However, the Falcons were
unable to position anyone else
with Koehler in the top 20.
Sophomore Chris Los placed second for BG and 51st in the meet
with a time of 25:16.
"WE HAVE NEVER had a
team run as poorly in this meet as
we did on Friday," BG coach Mel
Brodt said.

Spikers drop 4

said. "She fought off the cold (45
degree temperatures) and the
strong winds (25-30 mph), which
the other girls had troubles with,
and played her best tournament."
Among the teams the Falcons
defeated in West Lafayette were
Ball State, Central Michigan and
Northern Illinois, all of the MidAmerican Conference.
"I was really happy about
beating the other MAC teams at
the tournament," Bonar said.
"We're most competitive with
those teams because they are
more on our level."

Sports briefs.
Bowling Green Mayor Alvin
Perkins has issues a Proclamation declaring this week, Oct. 4-10,
1981, as "Beat Miami Week" in
Bowling Green. The Falcons, who
have not beaten Miami on the
football field since 1972, host the
Redskins Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Doyt Perry Field.

Club clips.
BG's club rugby team lost 10-6
to Miami, before tying the Redskin ruggers 7-7 in a second match
last weekend in Oxford. BG is 2-11.
In Ihe losing effort, BG's
Mitch Leach scored a try in the second half and Mike Harrington
booted the conversion.
After falling behind 7-0 in the second match, BG's Harrington
made it 7-3 with his penalty kick
and Bruce Heinemann tied it up
with his last minute try knotting
the final score 7-7.

ClassifiedsCAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
INFORMAL COFFEE HOURS WILL BE
HELD TODAY FROM 1:30-4 COFFEE 4
COOKIES WILL BE SERVED &
EVERYONE IS WELCOME. COME IN «
RELAX TAKE
A BREAK FROM
CLASSES 1TW1LLIAMSHALL-WSA.
S.O.F-A- Hwiinli ot Pan Aril MeeHaoj
WED. Oei rth, |pm RM. 105 F.A. Bldfl.
AH WBXOOMB-B.O.FA JOWH
HPER meeting October flat 530 pm in
11 HA
RACOUETBAUCIUB
Intereated in participation with in*
1981-02 BGSU Racquetbeii Club?-1' so
me club will conduct iryouta for all
poiantiai membera. atther old or new.
ihiB *ee« Ocl 5-6 at 7:00 p m each
evening The Wvouli are open loallakill
levels Coma dressed lo play and sign
in with ciutj olficlala at the glass court
aree ol the Roc Center

ABORTION
TOIL FREE
9 a m 10 p m
1 aO0 43sVS0M

NEED A SOUND SYSTEM FOR A PARTY, RUSH. TEA OR OTHER OCCA
SIOWT CALL TIM XS*7.
Learning French? Call Pierre 364-1341
for Franch courses Vocabulary, pronunciatio^ yammer eee.
PERSONALS
MEN! WOMEN'
JOBS ON SHIPS! Amertcen. Foreign.
No experience required Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Summer |ob or
cereor Sand S1.00 lor Information.
SCAPAX. Dept F* Boa 2040. Pa*
Aaajaaaa, WaaWrajiaw BBStt

Woman In Communka lions Inc. la
holding their tint meeting Tuesday.
Oct. • Topic: Time Management Free
aWe—rteaal

rmaaay...
I'm CHEAP...
• I'm QUICK
with (.thins lor your group or organise
lion For over 3 years now the Deal
prices S service in BO call Tim 353
7011.

LOST 4 FOUND

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
7:30-1:30

RACOOCTBAltClUB

Wallet loal In ftral Hewr Bathroom M BA
Hdpj. Call Chela 1M2-BMB.
Found Ladies welch in MtmoMal Hall
parking lot on Sept 30. Wad Call 352
•Sfll
Found Keys fttit (O Overmen Hall Call
Pem874 6417orM B 5518

Where s Corner KUchen? Whale a Cor
nor Kitchen•> Corn*. Kllchan address ta
1S3S Main Find Quilt
Macya Meirin (Formerly Laeailea •)
Perm 5iie Rag S35 00 now S25 00
Haircut not included 2nd floor Charge
H 352-561S

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SOCIAL FRATERNITY

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Tom Tovar Call tha naw stg mgr as
toon as possible 352 2662

RUSHTKE
RUSHTKE
RUSHTKE
RUSHTKE
NiglhiyapacialaatCorntrKilchon 3521610.
From Here to Fraternity Rush parly at
DaXla Tau Oa'ia 7 30 to 930
Thete Chi-invitee any iniaroatod men to
their Open Rush tonight 7 30 el 7th &
High St Rides available Can 352-8606
Viaii tha QM-campue alia* native.
CONGRATULATIONS
RON
JOZEFOWICZ 6 JENNY JOVAN ON
THEIR BETA THETA PI S ALPHA
DELTA PI LAVALIERING
THE
BROTHERS

RUSH
TUES. & THURS. 7:30-9:30

Hypnoaia To imp'ove Study Habita
S25 00 Phone 352-8777

FEMALE TO SHARE HOUSE 103 A
MONTH&UTIL CALL J52 2810
M rmle Reasonably neat, non-smoke'
$125 mo includ utii Greenb'ia' Apia
PooRd 352-3643

VaP.V1P.VIP.VIP.

yw. VIP. w>,, v#
GEOGRAPHY CLUB MEETING 307
Henna Han 7 30pm ton.ghl An m
tareaied paopia invited.

1 M rmle to share turn apt $125 mo
Oem room Call alter 5pm 352 3086
i F rmte to aubia 2 bd>m apt Close lo
campus Can 352 1"0aMer 7pm

Mr L Thank you 'or all yor time, sup
port and especially your patience these
laal law weeks i never could have
made il without you Love, your dumb
Poiack

Which is more important? A lancy
raatauranl or good food Cornor Kit
chan lan't fancy, but our lood la graat.
FRESH delicious donuta at Sam B'a
Openflem

t F rmle tor winter and aprrng girt
Oil-campus apt. brand new behind Ol
fenneue- Cell 352 2443
1 F RMTE HAVEN HSE APT CALL
PAM 354-1251
1150/MO
W'UTlL
FURN

Barb. Jody. Wee;, and Carolyn it's pop
corn scoop time1 Come over Thu's at
8 00 Be (here or we II buy you a smu'l1
T6E.

NEED VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE?
JOIN VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS!!
THE SPRING BUFFS OF ALPHA GAMMA WANT THE SISTERS TO KNOW
THEY'RE EXCITEO TO BE BACK AND
ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO THE
MANY GOOD TIMES
ALSO
WELCOME FALL PLEDGES
GET
PSYCHED FOR A GREAT YEAR

Always, open, always clean!" Kirk's
ootn Laundry. TOO S Main
HELP WANTED

HEY DO'S-THANKS FOR THE FANTASTIC TIME LAST FRIDAY. IT'S GOOD
TO SEE US BACK TOGETHER AOA1N.
LOVE THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI

FREE

faeQu

J ll

M

iCOUPON

finy medium pizza
with one or more Items
L J |,
Free Delivery
—PlSOrKJrlrO'S ONF COUPON p»» PIZZB
Expires Oct.15, 1981
352-5166
COUPON:

2M

converter

Early a
sola-good, clean thee*.
S7S Call 354 1U2 after 4 pn

MUSIC DEPT STUDENTS' Richard's
Music In Toledo, formerly. Blecknec
Sheet Music hat complete selection ol
muaic lor your major or minor Standard repertoire, vocal 4 instrumental
studies, piano-popular 4 Chnatma»
music m the Colony Take eait 10
(Jackmen fld) o" Rt 475 2020 W Can
nj Ave 473-2636
Reconditioned coaster
■ peed
bicyiea

brake and
646 6281

FOR RENT
Sublet i bavm apt at Varaity 1
Nov lor earlier Call Barb 2 2601

Dependable babysitter needed 'or oc
casional evenings lor 2 children Can
353 2135

Condoa to share m Perryaburg lo* gred
students or Senio'a Can Share A
Home 419-472-1756
2 bd'm apis Close lo campua Heal
paid 352-4360 btwn 9am ipm

&*

Happy Hour Every Nile 7-9

Expires Oct.15, 1981 jf

mm

Pantai Camera. 3 lenses
fillava 352-011'

Our Happy Hour is still the
same for the third year...

^fee °*"very

FREE

Popcorn poppe* RaaiotRecord/Piayer
Woman t 26
3 speed btcyda.
Hamste- s Cage. VW Beetle luggage
rack Can »2 7932 attar 5pm

BrathausBar

jpj"T5CVrOll05 ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

2

1975 Honda CB 360 T 1850 now top
end t Honda mutiie*a Micheim tirea
372-6323

The

Any lorge pizza
with one or more items

rK

FOR SALE

4odrm lurn house'or 4 students 4360
mo plue ulil 352 7454 before noon

BEAT
MIAMI!

WE'RE NOT THE BEST BECAUSE

WE'RE THE BEST.

TRIPLE DEAL BEER BLAST. FrV. Oct t
at * 00 p m N.E. Common*. Sponaomd
by aha marketing Club

BORED? EXTRA TIME? NEED EXPERIENCE? VOLUNTEER WITH US!
VIP! INFORMATIONAL MEETING. 6
p.m.. TOWN ROOM, UNION . . TOMOR
ROW.

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
cuatom. screen .printed rflMftt & sport
swear for you' group or organization
Lowest pnce-Faataat delivery Call Tim
353-7011

352-5166

WE'RE THE BIGGEST BECAUSE

RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU LIL SIS INFORMATION NIGHT WED OCT 7
196V. 7:30-8-30

Congratulation! Jennie on your ADPi Bata lavaiienng we re an vary happy
lor you' LSL your ADPi aialara.

JUGGLERS • I'm looking tot aomaona
lo paaa duos with Willing to teach
364-1706.

Offers you:

WE'RE THE BIGGEST.

SIGMA CHI RUSH TONIGHT FEATUR
ING
THE SOPHISTICATED LADIES
OF CHI OMEGA^

Jarry Karcher Congrats on your racant
lavailerlng to Bath-One more lavalier
ing. and we li be broke! Good tuck. Jar
• • *?"? lambda Chi Bro'a.
Kim Radugga-Congratuiairona on making women's chorus Wa're all ao proud
ol you' L6L your AOPi sisters

aooooooooooocooooooc

• FRIENDSHIP
• SCHOLARSHIP
• LEADERSHIP

Welcome back Brothers ot Phi Kappa
Teu We hope you are looking forward
loagoody—r LovaLH'Taua.

Slave Brewer Congratuailiona on being m me top i %named to Who a Who
m American Names and Face* Your
8*0. Ep Brother*.

i

Tuesday : WFAL will broadcast
Live from Brathaus
Wednesday : a special night <
at the Brathaus.
te.
The happy hour
is on all night long.

* Friday * After class special
t********
*** Happy Hour 3-6
11S E. Court

352 8707

STWK PtawiOcMkcr«. INI

Sports
Zero-ing in:
Offense ignites in BG shutout
by Tracy Collins
News stsll reporter

THE FALCONS' first tally came at 26:41 of the
first half, when Bob Theophilus sent a kick past a
diving Kennedy at the goal mouth. After a scramble,
BG's Tod Johnson sent the ball into the net for his
third goal of the year.
Theophilus added another assist, his seventh on
the year, at the 13:56 mark when he crossed a
g;rfect pass from the right of the goal to a waiting
amast, who drove it in for the score and a 2A
Falcon lead.

It has become a year of records for Bowling
Green's soccer team. Falcon coach Gary
Palmisano's squad added a team record for most
shutouts in a season while recording a 2-0
whitewashing of Dayton, last Saturday, before a
large gathering at Mickey Cochrane Field.
With the victory, BG has equaled its best start in
the team's 16-year history. The Falcons, though net"If you had told me that we would have
ting only two goals, displayed a ruthless offensive attack against Dayton, perhaps as strong as any offen- given up two goals in seven games. . . I
sive effort this season.
"We had six or seven guvs who had the oportunity would have found that unbelievable."
-Gary Palmisano
to put the ball in the back of the net," Palmisano
said. "We are showing a lot of offense, which was
one of our goals this season. We didn't want to have The Flyers began the second half with an aggressive offensive attack, but they could not crack
to rely on one or two guys."
BG's defense.
ALTHOUGH THREE-FOURTHS of the Falcons- "Dayton really came out well, but they never realscoring came from the starting front line, some un- ly threatened us," Palmisano said. "We haven't
familiar names provided much of the attack. Junior made a defensive error yet this season. We've made
transfer student Victor Damast, in his first game our opponents earn their goals.
since suffering a heel injury in a record-setting per- "The backs are really outstanding. Our backs
formance against Findlay, scored one first-half goal have four points already. I don't think we've had
and had another hit the goalpost, before sitting out that in a season before.'
the remainder of the game.
Midfielders Drew Dawson and Sebastiao Silva BG'S BACKS were put to the test when their stanalso turned in stalwart performances coming off the dout sweeper Charlie Thomas was sidelined in the
bench as the Falcons peppered UD goaltender John second half with a twisted knee. Senior co-captain
Kennedy with 25 shots, forcing him to make 22 saves. Doug Stapleton filled the gap for the Falcons, as
The Falcons showed exceptional rhythm in the Dayton could manage just tour more shots on goal,
first half, constantly pressuring the Flyer defense all of which were savea by Koury.
while allowing only one shot on goal, which
goaltender Joe Koury turned away with a diving Through seven games, BG has now outshot its opsave.
ponents 227-51, outscoring them 33-2, by far the best
"We unbelievably dominated the first half," showing in the team's history.
Palmisano said. "The key to that is to score goals, "If you had told me at the beginning of the season
which we did. We had great offensive ball move that we would go through our first seven games at
ment. Our people were moving well and making 6-0-1, I might have believed you," Palmisano said.
"But if you had told me that we would have given up
good eye contact."

stiff photo by Al Fucht

BG striker Bob Theophilus (6) kicks the ball past Dayton goaltender John Kennedy for an assist on
the Falcons' first goal. Theophilus added another assist later In the game as BG scored a 2-0 victory
at Mickey Cochrane Field last Saturday.

two goals in those seven games, and that those were
on re-starts, I would have found that unbelievable."
BG is gearing up for a big showdown with the
University of Akron, next Saturday, but Palmisano
points out that the team cannot look past tomorrow's
contest at Wooster College.

"Our key thing now is that we cannot relax,"
Palmisano said. ''Wooster is a solid team, much like
an Ohio Wesleyan (which tied the Falcons two weeks
ago)."
BG and Wooster have met 16 times, with the series
tied at 8-8. BG won last year's contest, 2-1.

Western Michigan dominates Falcons,21-7
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor

After two weekends of playing well on
the road but coming away with
frustrating losses. Bowling Green's football team came home to Doyt Perry Field
and to 23,325 fans last Saturday.
But after a disappointing effort that
resulted in a 21-7 loss to Western
Michigan, the Falcons may want to consider taking their show back to 1-75.
The Broncos caught BG off guard with
a new offensive dimension, the Tom
George-to-Bob Phillips pass, and combined that with an effective running game
and a stellar defensive performance to
stifle the Falcons in just about every
aspect of the game.
"THEY HANDLED us up front probably as much as any team we've played
in recent years — both offensively and
defensively," BG head coach Denny Stolz
said. "They are very physical. I would
not have believed that they could run the

ball that number of times, with such success, against us."
The Mid-American Conference loss
drops BG to 0-4 overall and 0-2 in the
league. WMU is 3-1, 2-0 in the conference
and tied for first with Toledo, Central
Michigan and Miami.
George and Phillips hooked up nine
times on the day, including two
touchdowns that put the Broncos up 14-0
at the half.
"We felt we were definitely the best
team, and that if we played up to our
potential, we would win, no matter how
good Bowling Green played," Western
coach Elliot Uzelac said.
George was 12 of 22 for 169 yards and
complemented an able Bronco running
game. WMU running backs Larry Caper
(120 yards), Kurt Barterian (61 yards)
and Shawn Faulkner (54 yards) accounted for more yards on the ground
than the BG offense was able to generate
in total.

DESPITE WMU'S obvious superiority
in the statistical departments, the
Falcons remained in the game until the
Broncos took advantage of a BG turnover
and marched 63 yards for an insurance
touchdown with 8:02 remaining in the
game.
The Falcons were on the move for a
touchdown that would have tied the
game, when tailback Bryant Jones
fumbled a Dayne Palsgrove pitchout and
WMU's Jim Mota pounced on the ball at
the Bronco 37-yard line.
That turnover not only marked the end
of BG's bid to tie the game, but also
marked the beginning of a WMU drive
that put the game out of reach. With
Caper and Barterian alternating carries,
the Broncos grinded out a TD drive that
ended with Caper scampering untouched
in from the the 18.
BG blew several opportunities to score
early in the game ana has failed to score
a touchdown in the first half this season.

George's first pass attempt of the game
was intercepted by Jac Tomasello and
gave BG the ball at the WMU 31. The
Falcons were unable to move the ball,
however, and Gehad Youseff's 45-yard
field goal attempt was off to the right.
LATER IN THE in the first quarter,
Chip Otten's 30-yard punt return gave the
Falcons good field position again. A
facemask penalty four plays later gave
BG a first-and-goal situation on the WMU
eight, but WMU's defense held and
Youseff's second field goal attempt of the
game, a 26-yarder, was blocked by
Demetrius Jones.
"That was just a case of our kicker taking too much time. He was too slow on his
kick," Stolz said. "We certainly should
have scored in the first part of the
ballgame. Ten points would have been acceptable. We started with our injured
kids, and they just couldn't go. We just
didn't have our power offense in there."

BG was in WMU territory two more
times in the first half, but was forced to
Eunt both times, after Taylor was sacked
y Mota. Mota, pressed into service at
defensive end because of Western injury
problems, had five sacks for losses in the
game, tying a Bronco school record.
"Mota played very good football. We
were playing two second-team defensive
ends," Uzelac said. "Our philosophy on
defense is to stress quickness, not size,
and it paid off today."
BG's only touchdown came as the third
quarter drew to a close. Palsgrove, who
replaced Taylor at the start of the second
half, completed passes of 17 yards to Reggie Hudson, 24 yards to Mark Dowdell,
and then hooked up with Hudson again for
10 yards to give BG a first-and-goal on the
WMU two-yard line.
Two plays later, Palsgrove took it in
himself from the one to cut the Bronco
lead to 14-7 with eight seconds left in the
third stanza.

Strong Western passing game
surprises Stoltz, BG secondary
Even so, before Saturday's
game, Stolz warned that Western
might suprise a few people by
putting the ball in the air.
Last Saturday, everyone
associated with Bowling Green's Unfortunately for the Falcons,
football program hoped that the when the Broncos took to the air
like TWA, Stolz was one of the
Falcons would break their bad
most suprised.
habit of losing close games.
In a sense, they got their wish,
"We didn't think they would
because the Falcons were clearly throw
much," Stolz said.
outplayed by Western Michigan. "They that
obviously found
The game wasn't really close at something
in our defense by
all, as the Broncos dealt BG a
play-acticn passing, which
devastating 21-7 loss before
means that they were faking
23,325 fans at Doyt Perry Field.
runs and then throwing. It was
"What a beautiful crowd to
part of their game plan."
disappoint," BG head coach
Quarterback Tom George
Denny Stolz said afterward.
repeatedly hit split end Bob
The disappointment stemmed
Phillips for sizable gains in the
from BG's inept play. Coming
first half, and BG's secondary
into the game, the Falcons
reacted to the problem about as
thought they knew what they
fast as Jimmy Carter reacted to
were up against. Statistics
last year's hostage crisis.
usually speak for themselves,
George was 12 of 22 for 169
but in Western's case, at least
yards on the day, with nine of
one vital statistic served as a
the completions going to Phillips
decoy.
for 139 yards and two
WMU CAME into Saturday's
contest as the top defensive team touchdowns.
and the number two rushing
Even though George's first
aerial of the game was
team in the MAC. The Broncos'
play reinforced the validity of
intercepted by Jac Tomasello,
both statistics. But the deceiving the Broncos seemed determined
stat that led to BG's downfall
to pick on BG's swiss cheese
was that of Western's passing
secondary,
"When Tomasello intercepted
offense.
The Broncos were supposed to that first one, I thought it might
be the worst passing team in the cool them off, but they were
conference, averaging just seven going to throw no matter what."
completions and 62.3 yards per
Stolz said. "I think their passing
game through the air.
game kepi us off balance and
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor

•faff photo by Da 1a Omori

BG's Rick Iverson (96) and Mark Emans (47) have Bronco quarterback Tom George on the run last
Saturday at Doyt Perry Field. George, however, used the rollout pass effectively in carving up the
Falcon secondary for 162 yards through the air.

made their running game more
effective."
That was clearly evident. The
Falcons defensed the run well in
the first half, allowing just 82
yards rushing, but 125 passing
yards.
AFTER HAVING a halftime to
adjust, BG pretty well shut down
WMU's passing attack, but the
Broncos exploded for 171 yards
on the ground. Much of that,
however, could be attributed to
the fact that Western wasn't
throwing as much, in an attempt
to run the clock down.
BG's secondary has been the
most suspect area of its
defensive play all season. Stolz'
decision Saturday to replace
Bryan Meek with Tony Graham
at strong cornerback was an
indication that he felt something
needed to be done.
In time, the move may pay off,
but Graham's experience as a
defensive back right now
consists mostly of the on-the-job
training he received Saturday.
Graham did intercept a pass and
also recovered a fumble
Saturday; so he shows some
promise as a defensive back.
BUT HE ALSO was beaten
badly a couple times and once it
resulted in a 44-yard George to
Phillips pass completion that set
up WMU's second score. The
point is that, while on-the-job
training may be a quick and
effective way to improve, it can
also prove costly

